Acis Group Limited said, "We didn't need any technical support. We received positive feedback about ADSelfService Plus password management program from our staff. Moreover, those in night shifts could not avail the IT support services as they didn't cover non-core business hours. Sutton Hoo was in a condition where they wanted to move from their old solution to something that will cost less and will ensure that their employees do not have to wait too long to change their passwords.

Marshall Associates, Supply Chain, Chicago

"Acis noticed that 90% of the user issues were related to passwords. They realized that they needed an affordable password management was required. But quality password related requests. Being a non-profit organization, it was crucial for the company to maintain thorough information of all its manufacturers and the retail sellers and make it available for the general public.

Govt. of Nashville, Telecom, Tennessee

"The IT department of the Nashville Government had a password management solution that could not notify users about expiring passwords, didn't have a standard user interface and the password manager that had a confusing GUI, making it hard-to-follow for the users. It also did not have a promising security system.

Universum Global, Consulting, Sweden

"Universum Global recently migrated to Google Apps. Managing password related requests. Being a non-profit organization, they are economic but very reliable. It was very easy to deploy the product. We didn't need any technical support. It was a one-stop solution to all their problems. Users unanimously chose ADSelfService Plus our final choice. The overall number of support calls drastically reduced and no password related queries were posted to the helpdesk anymore.

User friendly GUI & Secure Authentication

The IT department of the Nashville Government had a password management solution that could not notify users about expiring passwords. ADSelfService Plus is an ideal solution that is affordable and reliable. The overall number of support calls drastically reduced and no password related queries were posted to the helpdesk anymore. The cost of support is brought down and the burden on the application support team of business activities to the helpdesk technicians reducing Hiccups.
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Acis Group, a non-profit organization based in UK, provides quality affordable homes and student accommodation. Theirs is a brick and click business model which deliver services 24*7.
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